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This document is strictly for informational purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell

shares or securities in NextPakk. None of the information or analyses are intended to form the basis for

any investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended. Ultimately, this document

does not constitute investment advice or counsel or solicitation for investment in any security. This

document does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer for sale or

subscription of, or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities, nor should it or any part

of it form the basis of, or be relied on in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever.

NextPakk avidly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of

any kind, arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this document,

(ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any action resulting therefrom. 

NextPakk Token, or “Pakka”, is a cryptographic token used by the NextPakk network.  

Pakka is NOT an investment 
There is no guarantee that the Pakka you purchase will increase in value. It may – and could possibly

at some point – decrease in value. It is simply designed to be used on the NextPakk Platform. 

Pakka is NOT ownership 

Controlling Pakka does not grant its controller ownership or equity in NextPakk, or the NextPakk

network. Pakka does not give any right to aid in the control the direction or decision-making of

NextPakk or the NextPakk Network.  

Risks of the Stellar Protocol  
Pakka tokens and the NextPakk network are based upon the Stellar protocol. As such, any malfunction,

unintended function, or unexpected functioning of the Stellar protocol, may cause the NextPakk

network or Pakka tokens to malfunction or function in an unexpected or unintended manner. Moreover,

Stellar, the native token of Stellar and Pakka tokens may similarly decrease in value. 

Risk of Unfavorable Regulatory Action in Jurisdictions 

Blockchain technologies have been the critical focus of many regulatory bodies worldwide.The

functioning of the NextPakk network and Pakka could be impacted by one or more regulatory inquiries

or actions, including but not limited to restrictions on the use or possession of digital tokens like Pakka,

which could impede or limit the development of the NextPakk network.  

DISCLAIMERS 
NOT AN OFFER TO SOLICIT SECURITIES AND  RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH Pakka

AND THE NextPakk NETWORK  (Last Updated March 27, 2018  )
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Risk of an Illiquid Market for Pakka  
There are currently no exchanges upon which Pakka might trade. If exchanges ever do develop, they

will likely be relatively new and subject to poorly understood regulatory oversight. Therefore, the

exchanges that allow for the trading of Pakka tokens may be involved in fraud or experience security

failures or other operational issues. These failures may result in a reduction in the value or liquidity of

Pakka.  

Risk due to Loss of Credentials 

The purchaser’s Pakka may be associated within a NextPakk account until they are distributed to the

purchaser. The NextPakk account can only be accessed with login credentials selected by the

purchaser. The loss of these credentials will result in the loss of Pakka.  Any third party that gains

access to the purchaser’s login credentials or private keys may be able to dispose of the purchaser’s

Pakka. To minimize this risk, the purchaser should guard against unauthorized access to their electronic

devices.  

Risk of Theft and Hacking   

Hackers or other groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the NextPakk network or the

availability of Pakka in any number of ways, including without limitation denial of service attacks, Sybil

attacks, spoofing, smurfing, malware attacks, or consensus based attacks.  

Risk of Security Weaknesses in the Pakka network 

There is a risk that the NextPakk team, or other third parties may intentionally or unintentionally

introduce weaknesses or bugs into the core infrastructural elements of the NextPakk network interfering

with the use of or causing the loss of Pakka.  

Risk of Weaknesses or Exploitable Breakthroughs in the Field of Cryptography  

Advances in cryptography, or technical advances such as the development of quantum computers,

could present risks to cryptocurrencies and the NextPakk network, which could result in the theft or loss

of Pakka.  

Risk of Uninsured Losses  

Unlike bank accounts or accounts at some other financial institutions, funds held using the NextPakk or

Stellar network are generally uninsured. In the event of loss or loss of value, there is no public insurer. 

   

Risk of Dissolution of the NextPakk Project  
It is possible that, due to any circumstances, including without limitation an unfavorable fluctuation in the

value of Crypto-Currencies, unfavorable fluctuation in the value of Pakka, the failure of business

relationships, or competing intellectual property claims, the NextPakk project may no longer be a viable

business and could dissolve or fail to launch.  
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Unanticipated Risks  
Crypto-currency and cryptographic tokens are a new and untested technology. In addition to the risks

set forth here, there are risks that the NextPakk team cannot anticipate. Risks may further present

themselves, as unanticipated combinations or variations of the risks set forth here.  

Our white paper is under community review. We welcome and 

look forward to your feedback. 
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ABSTRACT

Every day, people connect with others through the process of buying and selling goods; online
shopping and awaiting parcel deliveries are common activities for most people. Pakka our blockchain
platform offers an integrated marketplace built on the sharing economy, where users, local
businesses and shoppers, share the rewards and the responsibility. 

E-commerce sales are expected to reach $2.4 trillion worldwide this year, further increasing the
demand on last-mile logistics. [1] U.S. consumers, alone, are projected to spend $632 billion online by
2020 – nearly a $200 billion increase over the projected $436 billion from 2017. [2] Up from the 1.66
billion digital purchasers in 2016, globally, over 2.14 billion people are expected to purchase goods
and services online in 2021. [3] 

In response to the increasing demand on the logistics industry (particularly in the last mile), 
our blockchain platform, Pakka, offers an integrated marketplace built on a decentralized sharing
economy – one in which users, local businesses, shoppers and retailers share both the rewards and
the responsibilities. 

Blockchain and a sharing economy, were combined to create NextPakk and the Pakka cryptocurrency.
Together, they create a minimal-infrastructure ecosystem designed to eradicate missed deliveries and
stolen packages through transforming last-mile logistics. The Pakka blockchain is built on the Stellar
fork, providing scalability and higher throughputs than other, competing, major platforms, while the
Pakka token serves as digital currency with which anyone can obtain delivery services. 

Enabling even the most inexperienced users to leverage their own assets (personal vehicle, extra
space, or spare time), in addition to exchanging Pakka tokens for other forms of crypto-currencies,
Pakka is accepted as a form of payment for receipt of packages. Additionally, it provides escrow
coverage as collateral for last-mile deliveries in a trustless system while effectively and securely
tracking packages and their chain of custody. 

Through this efficient, transparent system, NextPakk is revolutionizing the logistics industry by
providing a solution to the inconvenience currently found in last-mile logistics. With data privacy and
consumer-scheduled deliveries, unpredictability in the last-mile is erased: prescription abandonment
is reduced; worries about missed deliveries, stolen packages, and time away from work are eliminated;
data privacy is secured since our blockchain technology removes the necessity for names and
addresses on packages (not currently available from any other logistics company); and we’re
designed to scale globally, down to the tracking of produce shipments across third-world countries. 
. 
Meanwhile, retailers can leverage our ecosystem to reduce revenue loss incurred by stolen packages,
major carriers are less stressed with the demands of re-deliveries and/or localized pickups, local
stores benefit from the use of extra space, drivers earn extra cash and consumers have convenience,
choice and control over when their packages are delivered. 
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OVERVIEW

Prior to the invention of the tunnel-style mailbox in 1915, postal carriers would often waste 
hours per day waiting for recipients to answer the door for their letters. Though it served a
need at the time, this poorly-executed, without thought to innovation in delivery, mailbox has
remained virtually unchanged ever since. 

Fast-forward to today, when letters no longer weigh heavily on sortation systems or require
1:1 interaction across America. 

Packages have evolved into the major stressor in the delivery system, especially in the last-
mile logistics puzzle, accounting for twenty-eight percent of the total delivery cost for
businesses[4]. 

With the increased speed of today’s lifestyles and major carriers scrambling to keep up with 
the demand of e-commerce, package deliveries are often missed. Pick-up/re-delivery of
packages takes a toll on major carriers as well as the environment, and packages left to wait
for their owners to return home act as an invitation for theft, causing serious problems for
the customers and couriers, in addition to the financial strain placed on retailers. 

While there exists no silver bullet for offsetting delivery costs, efficiency and planning go a
long way. At NextPakk, we’re uprooting the last-mile delivery system so we can build it
stronger through meeting modern-day demands: 

We’ve eliminated the need for warehouses in our ecosystem. Instead, we’re supporting  local
businesses, as they’re paid per package received in their stores.  
Independent drivers have the opportunity to earn income making scheduled deliveries, while
NextPakk is protecting the environment by eliminating the need for not only land
consumption and building materials/waste, but also eradicating additional trips for missed
deliveries.  
Blockchain technology removes the need for consumer address labels containing personal
information, offering privacy throughout; personal information is secure, available only to
NextPakk’s vetted drivers who have consumer name and address information on a need-to-
know basis.

What is last-mile? 

Originating in the telecommunications field, “the last mile” is now used in transportation planning

and supply chain management to describe the movement of products and people from a

transportation hub to their final destination. Last-mile logistics are designed for retailers to get

products to consumers as quickly as possible, though with current demand, concerns in the e-

commerce and omni-channel supply chain are increasing daily.
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Retailers in business districts, causing safety concerns and traffic congestion  
Humanitarian relief supplies, when they can get to a centralized hub, are often unable to
be distributed to those in need, due to lack of infrastructure  
High incidence of failed deliveries due to people being away from home upon package
arrival

Encompassing around twenty-eight percent of total delivery costs, the last mile struggles with
inefficiency and has become exceptionally stressed by the continued growth of e-commerce.
Its main challenges revolve around increasing efficiency, improving infrastructure, making
delivery frictionless, and ensuring transparency, all while minimizing cost. 

As a whole, last-mile deliveries have significant problems with:

With e-commerce sales expected to hit $2.4 trillion worldwide this year, the last-mile’s
struggles continue to  increase. In urban areas, parking regulations directly affect delivery
routes and accessibility, which then translates to additional fuel costs. 

As is, consumers have become willing to pay for improved last-mile delivery services, such 
as instant or same-day delivery, as a means of bypassing the inconvenience of convenience. 
Delivery drones have been deployed by companies such as Alibaba and Amazon, Amazon 
has lockers in place to deter from the inconvenience of porch pirates and Walmart is asking 
employees to deliver packages on their way home from work, all in effort to address the last-
mile problem. Meanwhile, automated parcel delivery has gained momentum in Europe. 

Blockchain technology is often characterized as “disruptive” for revolutionizing societal
interactions. In this sense, its distributed ledgers shake up antiquated business models in
the same way parcels challenged the mailbox. 

However, this new shift in technology makes deliveries more efficient and secure, utilizing 
transparent transactions. Maintaining data security, reducing last-mile delivery costs for
retailers, and increasing prescription adherence are merely the tip of the iceberg. Yet,
properly-applied, NextPakk’s blockchain can improve last-mile logistics on both a national
and global scale 
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BLOCKCHAIN HISTORY

The platform on which cryptocurrencies (among other technologies) operate, blockchain is 
a decentralized online public database, maintaining a record of ownership. An incorruptible 
digital ledger, blockchain can be programmed to record economic agreements for anything
of value, including, but not limited to, financial transactions. 

Composed of people who neither know nor trust each other, a blockchain serves as a way of 
both making and preserving the truth, which cannot be altered after it’s set in place. A
continual list of transaction records, each piece of the chain, a “block,” contains a timestamp
noting its formation, along with a link to the previous block. 

Bypassing a central server or authority, blockchain allows digital information to be
distributed, but not copied. As it tracks changes taking place along the way, it functions as a
ledger, each “entry” unchangeable without altering each subsequent block. 

History of Cryptocurrency and Blockchain 
As opposed to the government control or corporate boards overseeing currency and
exchanges in centralized systems, cryptocurrency is a medium of exchange which uses
cryptography and decentralized control to create new units and secure transactions, as well
as a means of regaining control over finances and personal information. 

Rather than rules and regulations instituted by one governing agency, cryptocurrency exists 
as a system of private, encrypted information, which is known and agreed upon publicly. 
Though you can have blockchain without cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency cannot exist
without blockchain. 

Since its introduction, blockchain has proven disruptive to various industries, beginning in 
finance and moving its way into logistics. 
For example: 

Chaumian blinding: anonymous e-cash of the ‘80s and ‘90s provided an e-currency 
with a great deal of privacy, but the cryptographic protocols couldn’t gain traction due 
to centralized reliance.[5]
b-money: In 1998, Wei Dai introduced the concept of creating money by solving puzzles, 
essentially, as part of a decentralized system, though implementation information 
was nominal.[6] 
Reusable proofs of work: ideas from b-money and Adam Back’s Hashcash puzzles 
combined by Hal Finney to create a cryptocurrency, 2005; relied on trusted computing. [7] 
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Allowing the platform to track shipping data, preventing fraud, blockchain is anticipated to
save $50 billion annually within the international trade. At its maturity, it will likely serve as a
$500 billion annual savings to the logistics industry worldwide.  

2009: Satoshi Nakamoto implemented the first decentralized currency, Bitcoin. Along with
its debut, blockchain technology. This system kept an algorithm regarded as “proof of
work,” tracking who owns coins; a public cryptography for managing ownership. Not only
did this provide a consensus algorithm so “nodes” in the network could agree on updates,
but also provided free entry into the process, circumventing political influence [8] 
 
Alternative cryptocurrencies appear, 2011: Aiming to improve upon Bitcoin, with greater
speed and/or anonymity, Namecoin and Litecoin entered the crypto scene. [9] 
 
2016 introduces ICOs: the Ethereum platform facilitated blockchain-based contracts,
utilizing the Ether cryptocurrency. Along with this, Initial Coin Offerings began offering 
investors the opportunity “shares,” in a sense, through cryptocurrencies, expanding the 
trading floor far beyond VCs. Wells Fargo and the Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
participated in the first global trade on blockchain, shipping $35,000 worth of cotton 
from Texas to China.[10] 
 
2017, Blockchain revolution: places where Bitcoin could be spent expanded, increased 
its coin value to nearly $20,000, sparking interest across the fintech industry and
international banking systems including Citibank, Barclays, and Deutsche Bank. [11] 
 
In, 2018, the Pakka token will be introduced, along with the scalable NextPakk logistics 
model, which will inevitably disrupt the last-mile as well as the logistics industry in 
its entirety. With its real-time package tracking and increased transparency, blockchain 
makes shipping safer and less expensive. 
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MARKET

Last-mile delivery is an ongoing logistics puzzle as delivery companies continue to struggle
with how best to manage the growing e-commerce-fueled market. The biggest challenges to the
last-mile are customer driven. Incorrect address, remote locations, cramped locations, absence
of the customer to receive the package, unexpected cancellations of orders and returning
orders are some of the major weaknesses of last-mile delivery today.  

With e-commerce showing no signs of slowing down, and developing countries adding to the
online shopping boom, retailers and carriers alike are looking around every corner for the
solution. 
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PROBLEM

“People have this overwhelming sense of fear that their stuff won’t be there,” said David
Echegoyen, vice president of marketing for Jet.com, which is owned by Walmart. “That’s
been the big question for us: How can we remove friction from the e-commerce experience,
and in particular, with deliveries?”[12] 

While 30% of Americans report having experienced package theft, in attempt to avoid the
inconvenience of missed deliveries and lost or stolen packages from their homes, 35% of
Americans ship their packages to an alternate address, resulting in extra costs, distance
traveled, and increased emissions. [13] 

“The biggest change that everyone’s seeing is the shift from this B2B environment to a B2C
environment,” says Louis DeJianne, director of marketing for consumer goods, apparel and
retail at United Parcel Service (UPS). 

The shift, while trending for years, has truly accelerated over the past five to ten years as e-
commerce was normalized. Although UPS and FedEx have been in the space for decades,
their networks were not necessarily ready for the change. Typically relying on the United
States Postal Service (USPS) for many residential deliveries, the demand for specific-day
deliveries has strained that model, as the USPS makes just one stop at a residence per day. 

Meanwhile, “residential delivery is not the way that the carriers have designed their system,”
Boyle says. “So what’s happening is a crunch on profit margins because what logistics
providers are trying to do is create delivery density,” to mimic the Postal Service’s. “That’s
the real last mile problem.” 

“It really comes down to three things: choice, convenience and control – and offering that to 
the retailer as well as the end consumer,” UPS’ DeJianne says. “We want to make that final
mile delivery as convenient as possible so the end consumer will then buy more from that
particular retailer.” 

At UPS, if we shave a mile off of every route across the U.S. every day — $50 million savings,” 
Rogers said. “It adds up.” [14] 
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Customer Places Online Order 
Customers have become increasingly complex in their demands and place high value on the
speed, flexibility, security and cost of delivery. Having the flexibility to select a variety of
delivery options and locations for pick up point. 

Order Sent to Fulfillment Center 
Merchants, including both small and larger retailers face the dilemma of shipping rates and 
dimensional weight fees. Smaller retailers tend to be primarily concerned with shipping rate
costs since they typically lack a large network of distribution centers and the higher shipping
volume of larger competitors that is needed to be able to offer less expensive, faster delivery
options. Many retailers have looked for innovative means and alternative delivery solutions. 

Carrier Receives Package 
Package is assigned to a route and driver. 

Delivery Driver is dispatched 
Package is delivered and left at residence even if customer isn’t at home. Last mile delivery
service providers are challenged to meet the needs, demands and expectations of both
customers and merchants. 
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Insufficient facilities: Traditional delivery networks may have three to five
facilities in an area, versus eight to twelve dedicated last-mile distribution 
centers. 

Access: Not all delivery areas are safely accessible by large vehicles. 

Distance: With the location of last-mile distribution centers being critical,
companies who don’t choose their distribution centers wisely incur considerable
expense and delays during last-mile deliveries. 

Missed Deliveries: With major carriers, this high incidence of failed deliveries
results not only in extra costs, but also additional distances traveled and
emissions impacting the environment. 

Traffic: Though not as extreme in rural locations, both traffic and driving
conditions factor into the amount of time a five required to drive five miles within
a city. 

Stolen Packages: With increased online shopping comes an influx of package
theft, “porch pirates” tuning in with the number of deliveries left by the door of
consumers who aren’t home to receive them when they arrived. 
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SOLUTION

Blockchain and sharing economy, each disruptive on their own, were combined to create a
decentralized platform for consumer-scheduled evening delivery, 7 days/week. Creating a
marketplace of online shoppers, local businesses for package delivery points (PDPs), and local
last-mile delivery drivers that gives consumers convenience, control, and security over their
delivery. Pakka blockchain will be the backbone of the DApps built to conduct logistics
business and last-mile services, using the Pakka tokens as payment and or collateral for
packages, while changing hands from pick up until delivery. 

John creates a free NextPakk profile, which generates a unique customer ID for John, and 
assigns him a shipping address  
Shopping online, John ships his package, without publicizing any of his personal
information, to his NextPakk address 
John’s package arrives at his local Package Delivery Point (PDP)  
The NextPakk app prompts John to schedule and pay for his package delivery, which
he does 
A NextPakk driver delivers John’s package  
Upon delivery, the smart contract distributes the Pakka tokens to the stakeholders 
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Though that’s a simplified non-escrow example of how the system works from a last-mile
customer perspective, the NextPakk, and Pakka blockchain, solution can be applied as a
solution to delivery on any scale; from import/export to shipping industrial goods along
distribution channels. 
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Monday, 07:51 CST, Rochester MN – Consumer A places an online order for someone in
Portland, OR 

Monday, 10:23 EST, Albany NY – Consumer A’s package shipped without name or home
address on label 

Tuesday, 09:48 PST, Portland OR – HandiDepot escrows Pakka tokens; receives Consumer A’s
package 

Tuesday, 09:49 PST, Portland OR – NextPakk prompts Consumer A to schedule delivery 

Tuesday, 12:37 PST, Portland OR – Consumer A schedules delivery for Wednesday between
17:00-18:00 

Tuesday, 12:38 PST, Portland OR – NextPakk alerts local drivers of available delivery 

Tuesday, 12:46 PST, Portland OR – Driver B escrows Pakka tokens necessary for delivering 

Wednesday 16:09 PST, Portland OR – Driver B receives Consumer A’s package from
HandiDepot 

Wednesday 16:10 PST, Portland OR – HandiDepot’s payment is secured 

Wednesday 17:11 PST, Portland OR – Driver B delivers Consumer A’s package 

Wednesday 17:12 PST, Portland OR – Driver B’s payment is secured

What our blockchain might look like using its escrow functionality:

Pakka, is a self-sustaining, decentralized, trustless blockchain platform built for the
logistics industry, allowing anyone to host a logistics-related business anywhere in the
world. 

Providing the necessary framework and tools for running a logistics company, our platform
allows anyone to host a business where they can start accepting packages, plus it provides
the necessary framework to ship packages to virtually any location without the necessity of
long-standing contractual agreements with trusted parties. 
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We are committed to using this solution to repair the existing last-mile logistics problems, by
partnering with small businesses cross-country as Package Delivery Points (PDPs) and
establishing sharing economy drivers to securely and conveniently get e-commerce goods
into the consumers’ hands. 

In metro areas, NextPakk, and the Pakka blockchain, will lessen the impact of loss for both
consumer and retailer, guaranteeing the last-mile delivery through accountability and the
Pakka token. 
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VISION

At NextPakk, we’re “reinventing the logistics of life” and transforming last-mile logistics
through a sharing economy built on blockchain. The beauty of this system is it’s frictionless,
efficient, and transparent. Operating around a decentralized sharing-economy
cryptocurrency, Pakka, tokens will be used to exchange value on the platform while
effectively and securely tracking packages and their chain of custody. Pakka blockchain will
be the platform of choice for logistics business and related services in the last-mile. 

Frictionless 

With increased demand for a speedy delivery and twenty-eight percent of total delivery costs 
coming from the last mile, a frictionless experience is vital. Society is tired of the delivery
process seemingly working against their expectations and is ready and waiting for a
solution. 

With the NextPakk app, once a consumer places an online order, they have virtual control of
their last-mile product delivery; it allows them to steer the ship! Not only do they know when
their packages have arrived locally, but they can also schedule the final delivery according to
their plans. 

Rather than limited-character customer notes about where to leave a delivery or to “refrain
from knocking,” NextPakk’s blockchain technology creates a frictionless process through
enabling open communication between the customer and delivery driver. 

With full visibility over deliveries, not only do we include the customer during the delivery
process, but also minimize the need for customer-service inquiries after the fact. Gone are
the days of telling customers a package has been delivered while it remains in the back of
the delivery truck. We’re giving consumers the power to put their concerns about missed
deliveries and stolen packages to rest. 

It’s the simplicity of helping businesses manage their deliveries which saves them money
while not only meeting, but also increasing customer satisfaction. 

Efficient 

Clearly, consumer demand for faster deliveries requires increased efficiency. To date, on-
demand services have infiltrated virtually every industry, and online retail is no exception.
Though efficiency may be increased at varying degrees through the supply chain, technology
is key regarding same-day and on-demand delivery. 
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With coffee roasting, the newest be all and end all is small-batch roasting. Independent
roasters are putting obsessive detail into customized, quality-controlled goodness in a cup,
substantially different to the industrial roasts to which we’ve grown accustomed. Likewise,
we take a localized, small batch approach to the last-mile, just on a national (and, eventually,
global) scale. 

We support local businesses through PDP (Package Delivery Point) partnerships: businesses
accept packages, shielding them from porch pirates and inclement weather. From there,
customers receive an alert, telling them their packages have arrived locally and they’re set to
schedule delivery at their convenience – when they’re home. 

As for the final delivery, there’s minimal traffic to navigate and no big bulk to struggle with,
plus the drivers are local. The result? Packages are delivered on time, or delivery is free. 
We believe in the necessity for change in the last-mile and stand firm behind our system! 

Transparent 

As online shopping has increased, so has the need for transparency in shipping and delivery.
People no longer wait patiently for packages to arrive – they must know where their
purchaes are in that process, as well as when their items will be delivered.  

While third-party logistics companies generate tracking codes allowing consumers general
details about their deliveries, our blockchain allows play-by-play details for the entire last
mile: consumers are able to track the driver and know exactly when he will arrive with their
packages.  

The simplicity of this process has removed the fear of the unknown, missed delivery or
stolen package, upping the game in last-mile logistics. We will establish the Pakka token as
the currency for the last-mile logistics space, paving the way for online shoppers to pay for
delivery and other last-mile related services. 
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NEXTPAKK ON PAKKA

We realized four things. Firstly, last-mile is broken and can’t adapt its current methodology
fast enough to accommodate the onslaught of daily packages flowing through its channels.
Secondly, consumers are frustrated and dissatisfied with the last-mile in its broken state
that results in missed deliveries and stolen packages. Thirdly, there’s unused space in local
businesses in neighborhoods across America and the world for that matter. Finally, there are
drivers willing to trade their time to earn extra income in exchange for making deliveries. So,
we asked ourselves, are there local businesses out there willing to receive packages as a
means of earning extra income in exchange for their unused space? 

We discovered the answer was yes. We even ran our pilot program using a UPS Access Point
as our Package Delivery Point for validation. Today UPS has over 27,500 UPS Access Point
locations nationally.[14] These access points are local businesses willing to accept
packages on your behalf until you pick them up. In return for their willingness to receive your
package(s), UPS pays the business, access point, a fee and facilitates foot traffic. That was
the final piece we needed. 

Foot traffic? The trend is more like click traffic. More and more consumers are opting out of
going to the stores and opting in for delivery of everything, from their next outfit to their next
home delivered meal kit online. Can you deliver it to me now? Is the question for today. From
there we envisioned, devised and connected the dots. The result was a modular, flexible and
scalable service to disrupt last-mile logistics. This service is called NextPakk. 

Together with its blockchain and cryptocurrency, Pakka, we’re building an ecosystem for
consumers, local businesses and drivers to connect on a decentralized, shared and
transparent platform. Wait, there’s more, we added an escrow functionality for those trips
that call for an additional layer of custody to cover your higher valued item(s). 

Simply put, “NextPakk is to last-mile logistics what AirBNB is to the hotel industry.” 
P
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Why NextPakk on Pakka?

Shaves miles off of every route across the U.S. every day. 
Provides choice, convenience and control to end users 
Strategic 1-hour delivery windows to minimize trip timings 
Zero loss in missed deliveries and stolen packages through self executing collateral
based smart contracts
Packages wait at a closer proximity to customer 
Chain of custody maintained throughout the delivery process 

NextPakk leveraging Pakka
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NEXTPAKK ON PAKKA

Shoppers can take back control over their time, delivery, privacy and personal data    
footprint with the convenience of home delivery 
Low incidence of failed deliveries due to “not at home” recipients. This results in
less costs, distance traveled and emissions
Ease of executing a profitable, efficient routing plan due to higher delivery density
and closer proximity of our PDPs using local struggling businesses
Transparent, efficient, and scalable 
Data Privacy 
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TECHNOLOGY

Early 2017, we were excited about the Ethereum blockchain, but quickly realized we’d 
have serious scalability restrictions with our use cases for NextPakk. After thorough 
research for a more suitable platform for our needs, our tokens are built on Stellar's
Blockchain for its speed and scale. 

NextPakk DApps can be applied to any shipping solution at any scale. For import/exports to
shipping cars across cities to shipping industrial goods among distribution channels etc.
However we are committed to use this solution to fix the Last Mile logistics problem by driving
the business through partnerships across small businesses across the country to hold our
Package Delivery Points (PDPs) and building a fleet of share economy drivers across the
country to bring down the issues that all the eCommerce and local businesses face in getting
their goods in the buyer’s hands, the moment that matters. 

In areas where there are lot of losses in the shipment, Pakka blockchain will be a saviour for 
both manufacturers and shippers as the shipment is fully guaranteed by the underlying
collateral in Pakka tokens. 

Moving Rural Agriculture Produce for rural farmers whose produce is inaccessible to
mainstream logistics infrastructure, to assist in getting their produce to its destinations across
the globe. Example Coffee beans in south African countries etc.
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NextPakk DApps Use Cases

Pakka Token Tech Advantages 
1. Frictionless Real-time settlement (2-5 seconds) 
2. Transparent, efficient & scalable 
3. Cryptographically secure transactions 
4. Applications without boundaries 
5. Built in Escrow functionality 
6. Hostable, decentralized and trustless logistics business platform 
7. Framework for conducting logistics business anywhere on the planet 
8. No need for long standing contractual agreements and trusted parties 
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Here is what our daily blockchain transactions look like, based upon current data: 

Since our deliveries happen only during 18:00 to 00:00 hrs a day, most of our blockchain 
transactions peak during this time and our need for a network than can process 
huge number of transactions in milliseconds. We cannot have our fleet and PDPs wait 
on the network that can freeze during our peak business hours and hence we opted for a
blockchain that offers higher throughput & better control over a network. Based 
on our current data here is how our transactions that need to go on a blockchain look on 
a normal day.
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NextPakk Technical use cases :
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Online Shoppers 
Focused on the end experience for the consumer, choice, convenience, and control are 
often at the center of new delivery options; companies with the most convenient last-mile 
delivery sell more. 

New technologies must emerge to meet the virtual demands of online shoppers, with 
efficient supply chains to save money for all involved. 

NextPakk is founded on evening, consumer-scheduled deliveries to address the recent 
needs of the last mile: 

Traditional daytime delivery hours are inconvenient for most; twenty percent of residential
deliveries fail on the first attempt 
Not all multi-family housing units are accessible for deliveries 
Nearly fifty percent of online shoppers say they’d rather pay more for evening or weekend
deliveries 
More than thirty-three percent of consumers ship personal packages to workplace,
attempting to avoid missed deliveries and stolen packages 
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NextPakk Business Use Cases

Retailers 
As e-commerce has become part of daily life, the biggest change has been the shift from B2B
to B2C purchasing. Though this trend has been on the rise for years, delivery companies such
as FedEx and UPS proved unready for the impact caused by the shift from brick and mortar
shopping to online shopping. As a result, specific-day deliveries have strained the USPS
model. 

Though businesses must understand their customers, and recognize their need for 
speedy delivery, the likely trend is geared toward individualized service which not only retains
customers, but also contributes toward business growth. 

Medical Services 
Since the introduction of e-scripts, prescription abandonment has been steadily on the 
rise. Though this has been an ongoing issue, hand-in-hand with increasing out-of-pocket 
expense, patients are substantially less likely to pick up prescriptions sent to the 
pharmacy electronically than one which is hand-written. 

Rather than continually suffering through “unavoidable” deterioration in health and, 
as a result of nonadherence, increased health care costs across the board, NextPakk 
is actively working with pharmacies and health care providers to deliver prescription 
medications to patients, thereby lessening the impact of prescription abandonment 
and its resultant health care costs on members of our society. 

USE CASES
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Pakka is a blockchain platform for last-mile logistics services, with an escrow functionality. 
Operating with a fungible token approach, our Pakka is used for tracking packages and the
chain of custody effectively, as well as supplying a token for exchanging value on the
platform. 

The same Pakka tokens can be used to obtain NextPakk and its partner services anywhere in 
the world, buying physical products and services from all Pakka-enabled merchants. 
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TOKEN LAUNCH
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We are allotting 50% of the tokens to fuel platform adoption and remaining of the 50% will be
up for sale in three phases. Total circulation of Pakka tokens will be 1 billion and as part of
the private pre-sale, we are selling 80 million Pakka tokens.  P
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80 million of the 1 billion Pakka tokens available during the initial private sale

Private Pre-sale: 
8% of supply 
Goal: 12.8 million USD 
Date: Mar -29th - Jul 31st 2018 
Purpose: Building the DApps and market 
reach with in U.S. 

Public Pre-ICO: 
12% of supply 
Goal: 28.8 million USD 
Date: Aug 1 2018 
Purpose: Building the DApps and market 
reach with in U.S. 

Public ICO : 
30% of supply 
Date: Sept 1 2018 
Purpose: Continue building out the DApps
and market reach with in U.S. 

Driver rewards: 
8% of supply 
Distributed over a period of three years, 
these tokens will be utilized to incentivize 
drivers for being part of NextPakk 

Bounty Program 
3% of supply 

User rewards & AirDrop: 
8% of supply 
The first one million registered NextPakk 
users will be rewarded in Pakka 
tokens, for signups, referrals and airdrops. 

Package Delivery Point (PDP) rewards: 
5% of supply 
Local businesses signing on as our delivery 
points will be awarded Pakka tokens 
over the first three years. 

Team: 
10 % of supply 
Awarded to current and future team
members 
in a 7:3 ratio, distributed over a period 
of eight years. 

Advisors: 
8% of supply 
Awarded to current and future advisory 
team distributed over a period 
of eighteen months. 

Company reserves: 
8% of supply 
Saved for use at times company needs 
critical funds over a period of eight years.
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SOFT CAP: 3.2 million (USD) 
HARD CAP: 137.6 million (USD) 

*Anyone interested in participating in our private or public sales must undergo a typical 
screening process to comply with KYC/AML “Know Your Customer” and “Anti-Money-
Laundering” regulations. 

* US Accredited Investors Only 

*Restricted in Iran, N. Korea
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Incentive to the Network Nodes 
Each transaction of Pakka tokens in the network will be charged a minimum fee (in the order
of $0.0001 USD). The major portion of the network fees will be distributed among the
network of nodes based on their uptime, response time, and compliance to the updates of
the platform. 

A nominal portion of the network fees will power the community of developers involved 
in maintaining the platform and running the entity responsible for managing the high-level
direction of the organization. 

Hosting a node is a means of joining the open, decentralized, trustless world which adds
value to societies through secure financial transactions and data privacy. 

The Token Ecosystem 
We believe that providing people additional opportunities to earn Pakka tokens 
through platform engagement will incentivize client participation, retention, and 
enthusiasm. This also ensures more liquidity within the engine, which keeps spreads 
low and generates higher overall volumes. 
Our intention is to reward participation through Pakka tokens, and for the scope of 
rewarded activities to grow and change as the platform develops. 

Registration 
The initial one million customers will each receive up to twenty-five Pakka tokens each for
registering with us. We believe these tokens will fuel NextPakk services adoption and Pakka 
platform growth and maturity. 

Referral 
Up to twenty-five Pakka tokens will be rewarded to each referring customer until we reach a
customer base of one million users.  
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FUNDING & BUDGET

We are committed to spending our funding responsibly. Below are our plans for properly
allocating the assets to deliver the best possible solutions, as quickly as possible. We are
limiting the total contributions in the Private tokensale to $28.8 million USD which is the
amount we have determined to raise to set us up for market capture in US within the next 18
months. Below is a preview of our best estimates of what we’ll do with all the funding we
raise. 

Use of ICO Funding 

The proceeds of the funds will be used to deliver on our goal of disrupting last-mile logistics 
and creating a single platform for the market that is transparent, convenient, reward-based 
and trustless for all our users and tokens purchasers. 

DApps development is allocated 25% of the funds. 
R&D is budgeted at 15% of the funds. 
Business development and global offices are budgeted to use 20% of the funds. 
Legal and Administrative expenses are expected to be 5% of the funds. 
Marketing is allocated 35% of the funds. This will go towards the creation of marketing 
campaigns to attract new customers, increase transaction and token circulation, while 
building the last-mile sharing community we envisioned. 

Use of the ICO Proceeds Allocation Use of the ICO Proceeds Allocation Use of fundsUse of the ICO Proceeds Allocation Use of funds
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IT Product development 

NextPakk will be at the cutting edge of blockchain technology, including a full development 
team using 25% of our funds raised to build our web & mobile DApps. 

We will also bring on hardware and IoT developers to further advance our package tracking 
mechanisms for ensuring tamper proof technology. 

Our innovative technology will be the backbone for an efficient last-mile delivery experience. 
This next generation platform will reduce incidences of failed deliveries, shave miles off of 
every route across the U.S. every day and account for zero loss in stolen packages. NextPakk
plans to continuously support and introduce new features, user interfaces, and language
support for Web, iOS and Android. 

R&D Fund 

We believe in research and are heavily invested as a team in R&D. We are working to
innovate and push to achieve an address label less package delivery, efficient use of
resources in both real estate and route planning to optimize delivery. 

Business Development 

NextPakk is running on a lean startup model and plans to continue to do so in the future. In 
order to compete in the blockchain space at the highest levels, we took into account global 
expansion. 

Legal and Administrative 

One of our primary focuses is to establish a solid legal foundation for NextPakk. That is why 
NextPakk is now engaging with some of the best legal counsels in the blockchain, ICO,
cryptocurrency and logistics space. We are also allocating funds for accounting and
administrative activities. 
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Marketing Strategy 

NextPakk will continue to run its marketing efforts on a lean, cost-efficient basis, and keep 
user acquisition costs at a minimum through innovative marketing strategies. NextPakk is 
forming alliances in the last-mile logistics space with large corporations, small businesses, 
neighborhood associations, renters associations, real estate associations, property
management companies, brand evangelists and other partners. This initiative is an important
piece of our strategy, not only from a marketing perspective, but to strengthen widespread
support of the ecosystem we’re building. 

Partnerships 

In the coming months, NextPakk will announce partnerships that will support this effort. The 
team is uniquely equipped, both directly and through relationships, to execute marketing
campaigns that will spread our message and secure our brand as a dominant player in the
last-mile logistics space. NextPakk will advertise on relevant platforms to reach the right
people in the online retail industry. 

We will handle public relations and communications both internally and through 3rd parties,
to keep our community continually updated about developments, initiatives, and new
partnerships. 

Use of the ICO proceeds 
The proceeds of the funds will be used to deliver on our goal of disrupting last-mile logistics 
and creating a single platform for the market that is transparent, convenient, reward-based 
and trustless for all our users and tokens purchasers.  
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Pakka blockchain 

Pakka being the platform on which logistics business apps can run, every transaction 
on the platform pays a minor % of the transaction as fee for maintaining and running 
the platform. All the fees will be distributed among the validating nodes run by the
community. 

NextPakk 

NextPakk leverages Pakka platform to run its Last mile logistics business. NextPakk 
partners with local businesses to engage them as Package Delivery Points (PDPs), 
effectively utilizing unused space. NextPakk also partners with local drivers using their 
own vehicles, who are willing to ship packages for a fee. 

NextPakk charges a price from users / retailers to deliver packages to end users on the 
last mile leg and shares the fees on a 20 : 80 ratio to PDPs and local drivers, while taking 
a 15% margin or based on the fee negotiated during partnership on both the sides. 
Allowing for the company to operate on a global scale with minimal infrastructure.  
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REVENUE MODEL
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ROAD MAP
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Label-less package delivery 

We intend to change the way packages are delivered across the board. We want to 
move the logistics domain to a future where there is no need for an address label on 
the package and can be routed from source to destination with just the QR code on the 
package. 

NextPakk For Improving Food Security in Developing Countries 

According to the initiative for Global Development, more than 30 percent of all food 
produced in the world for human consumption every year gets lost or wasted, and 
saving just a quarter of that food would allow us to feed and added 870 million hungry 
people. Food loss in Africa occurs almost entirely in the production and distribution 
stages, leading experts to call for investment in infrastructure, transportation, packaging 
facilities and processing in the developing world to fight food loss. In Ghana, the 
cost of transporting cocoa from farmgate to the sea port, is an average of 300 KM, which 
represents nearly half of the total transport cost to Amsterdam. 

The lack of road infrastructure constitutes a barrier that further reinforces the
compartmentalization of information. Those who tend to profit from this information 
asymmetry are traders who have organized in several layers to grab a big share of the 
profit margin from buyers and sellers. 

NextPakk creates the opportunity for an organized grassroot logistics system that 
would significantly reduce transportation costs and crop spoilage. Moreover, NextPakk 
will provide a platform for secure financial transactions between buyers and sellers 
that minimizes the number of intermediaries that will handle cash. This is valuable 
because Africa is mostly a cash society and theft increases when money goes through 
many intermediaries. 

NextPakk organized logistics system empowers rural communities of drivers to secure 
micro-loans for a purchase of motorcycles that can be used to move their crops from 
the village farmgate to the next collection point or warehouse where a bigger truck 
could aggregate the loads and bring them to various markets or sea ports. 
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Lowell Fortune | Chief Executive Officer 
Lowell Fortune is a USAF veteran. During his twelve years of 
service, Lowell became a nuclear missile launch commander
responsible for billions of dollars of government assets. Lowell
has fifteen years of experience in both front-end and back-end
as a full stack web developer and 4 years as logistics specialist
in the USAF. Additionally, he’s dedicated the past ten years to
working with small to mid-sized businesses as a business
developer. 

Sergey Tolkachev, PH.D | Chief Algorithms Officer 
Sergey Tolkachev is a full-stack software developer with a Ph. D. 
in computer software engineering and over thirty years of
experience in systems and applications. Mr. Tolkachev is an
expert in Interactive, web-based systems, R&D, artificial
intelligence, voice recognition, client/server, object-oriented
systems development and neural networks with development
experience in the fields of health care, e-commerce,
manufacturing, CAD/CAM, decision support and software
engineering.  

Dileep Kamujula | Technical Advisor 
Dileep Kamujula is a software engineer with proven excellence in 
the identity, telecom, e-commerce, and financial services
industries, and is passionate about blockchain technology and
scalable DApps. Holding a master’s degree from NIT Calicut,
India, Mr. Kamujula has worked with organizations like Oracle,
Accolite Inc., and eBay Inc. Founding two ventures in India,
honing his application development skills, Dileep remains
committed to providing opportunity and convenience to all. 
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TEAM
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P.B. Stanton | Chief Legal Officer 
PB Stanton, ESQ, is an experienced US based attorney fluent in
Cryptocurrency, Blockchain, and Securities and Banking law
compliance. As a trusted ICO Advisor, he gives guidance and
leadership in all phases from project ideation, tokenomics, and
whitepaper creation, to full turn-key ICO Launches. Stanton’s law
career began in the United States Marine Corps as a JAG Officer
stationed at Camp Pendleton, CA. In his civilian life, Stanton has
spent 25+ years providing sophisticated asset protection, estate
planning, and tax planning services to affluent individuals and
families, prestigious institutions and other high value clients. He
enjoys international travel for both business and pleasure; is a
very involved father to two beautiful children; and enjoys surfing,
anything outdoors, and music. 

Chad Kielty | Chief Financial Officer 
Prior to his role as Finance Manager for UnitedHealth Group, 
Chad Kielty served as Senior Financial Analyst at ShopNBC and 
consultant at Accenture. Chad has an MBA and has worked as a 
financial analyst for several Fortune 500 companies. 

Ryan Donelon | Chief Marketing Officer 
Ryan is a Senior Level Digital Marketing Professional with 10 +
years’ experience working on both the agency and client sides of
the business. Successful in starting/developing new
departments, working in start-up environments, and launching
digital marketing initiatives with both public and private
companies. Experienced working with both minimal and large
budgets and setting cost effective marketing campaigns that
achieve revenue goals. Key skills include: Email Marketing,
Display Banner Advertising, Search Engine Optimization (SEO),
Search Engine Marketing (SEM), Social Media Marketing (SMM),
Content Marketing, and Affiliate Marketing Programs. 
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Deb Olson | Corporate Communications Officer 
Over the past nineteen years, Deb Olson has been fostering 
her freelance writing skills, travelling internationally to conduct 
qualitative research and writing for various newspapers. 
Since beginning her agency work five years ago, Ms. Olson has 
excelled at generating organic SEO, developing content for a 
variety of industry websites and blogs. Deb’s first book is set to 
be published in the summer of 2018. 
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Matt Ciantar | Operations Strategist 
Matt holds a Masters in Business Administration. He’s Senior
Executive Sales Leader with over 28 years of global supply
chain, business process optimization and managed services
consulting experience. He served as the Senior Vice President of
US Sales for BRINKS Secure Logistics. Matt spent 23 years with
the Leader in Logistics and Supply chain consulting services in
the world, UPS.  During his tenure he held various positions
ranging from operational leadership, sales operations, direct
sales, sales leadership, product management resulting in his
final role as the Region Director of Sales Operations for UPS.   

Josh Cotton, MS, PH.D | Business Performance 
Dr. Joshua Cotton holds a PhD in Industrial and Organizational 
Psychology and served as a Personnel Research Psychologist
for the Department of the Navy, working with the Marine Intel
Community, Navy Recruiting, and the U.S. Navy SEALs prior to
founding VetStoreUSA. The creator of the Elite Performance
Indicator personality and competency assessment, Dr. Cotton
has spent the past five years studying the behavior of the
cryptocurrency culture. The founder and President of Intelligent
Governance Solutions, Inc., Josh is a Management Consultant
for Fortune 500 companies and a lecturer at Perelman School of
Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. 

Larissa Felonyuk | Business Process Innovator 
With an MBA and a master’s in mechanical engineering and
executive level experience as CEO, COO and CFO, Larissa
Felonyuk directs business operations through due diligence,
business evaluation, risk management, and business
management consulting. Ms. Felonyuk provides leadership in
building and directing professional teams and extensive
networks, while focusing on business analysis, strategic
planning, and operating management. 
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ADVISORS
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Pankaj Gupta | Customer Experience/Strategist 
Pankaj Gupta holds a Master's degree in Material Science, he's
an ICObench expert and supports various ICOs with Digital
Marketing, Community and Investor outreach, Partnerships etc.
He is also an entrepreneur and Angel Investor in Indian start
ecosystem. His entrepreneurial projects have ranged within
mHealth, Renewable Energy, e-tail spaces. He got huge network
and exposure within SEA and NA. 

Craig Lofstuen | Business Development 
Craig Lofstuen is a manufacturing professional with proven 
success in application of manufacturing technologies. Strong 
business development and consultative sales skills with
concentration on medical device and regulated industries.
Strong operations and engineering background. 

Ramy Ramirez | Cyber Security Analyst 
A former Marine Special Operations Critical Skills Operator, 
Ramy Ramirez is an experienced Computer Forensic Examiner 
who’s served as a Computer Forensic Analyst for the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security and Digital Forensics
Consultant for the Office of the President. Mr. Ramirez has a
degree in Strategic Studies and Defense Analysis and has
spoken on the value of blockchain with the Open Web
Application Security Project. Ramy serves as the Executive Vice
President in charge of security and compliance at VetStoreUSA. 
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Chris Tannahill | Community Advisor 
Chris Tanahill is an industry expert in the Business Analysis of 
ICO Communities and their marketing needs with an in-depth
knowledge of ICO from Private-Sale to Public ICO. He brings a
wealth of experience and knowledge in the areas of Customer
Service, Social Media Marketing, Community Management,
Growth Hacking, Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency wallets, staking, mining,
Live Chat, Reddit, Slack, Telegram, ICO, Initial Coin Offering
strategy, metrics and implementation. 
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Rick Tapia | Blockchain Consultant 
Rick Tapia is an industry expert in the Business Analysis of
Blockchain platforms and their subsequent infrastructures with
an in-depth knowledge of ICO start-to-finish processes. He
brings a wealth of experience and knowledge in the areas of
Initial Coin Offering strategy, metrics, implementation, garnering
of capital investment, jurisdiction shopping, legal compliance
and proper formation of corporate structure. He has worked
most notably as an advisor on the TraDove project that raised
over $50 million in its ICO. 
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BitNautic is a decentralized platform, based on the Ethereum
Blockchain, for matching demand and supply of shipping
services, for all the industry stakeholders: producers of goods,
ship owners, charterers, brokers, importers and exporters. 

MilitaryToken™ seeks to solve social and financial problems
impacting millions of people directly and even more people
indirectly. The MilitaryToken™ is platform will be the online
community of choice for all Veteran Entrepreneurs: Existing
Companies & Start-Ups. It will be the currency of choice on the
premier one-stop-shop for all Veteran business owners, and all
those who want to do business with those Veterans. 

For those who are away and are concerned about their loved
one’s healthcare conditions in Nigeria from diabetes, to malaria
or hepatitis and from treatment to prevention, you now have a
solution with DiaspoCare. Access and track your loved one’s
prescription and non-prescription needs from branded
medicines to vitamins, and pay the pharmacy directly with your
mobile device.  The future of healthcare delivery. 

256gl, Inc. is a developer of software solutions, built off a
proprietary, patented programming platform, which improves the
quality of search by uniquely addressing the problem of context
recognition within automated environments. Their neural
network based solution is a trainable platform, which improves
the quality of Web-based interaction and automated
conversations, reduces human involvement in obtaining
complex information about data, products, or services. 

Through our advanced technology we are enabling eCommerce
with the $2 Trillion Veteran yearly ecosystem on a scale that has
never been seen before in the history of the world! The
VetStoreUSA™ platform is your entry point. Through the use of
blockchain technology, we are faster, less expensive, and more
secure than the competition. 
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PARTNERS
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KYC, AML & RESTRICTED COUNTRIES

KYC POLICY 

NextPakk maintains a Know-Your-Customer policy. We will collect and process information
Buyers provide directly to Company when Buyers use our Services. Types of personal
information which Company will collect from Buyers when Buyers visit or use our online
services include your name, nationality, country of residence, postal address, passport data,
telephone number(s), e-mail address and other. 

If, at any time, Company determine that We must or should comply with applicable law,
regulations, or guidance for money services businesses operating in the United States or any
other jurisdiction, We may be required to file details of account activity to the Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network from time to time. We may also be required to provide
information as required by law.  

By purchasing this token, you acknowledge and agree that We maintain verification levels
that require Buyer participation and verification to obtain, with leveled permissions based on
user-supplied information, Our ability to verify it, and Our internal policies. You accept that
You may not be able to achieve Your desired level of verification, and We reserve the right, at
Our sole discretion, to determine the appropriate verification level for any User, as well as the
right to downgrade Users without notice. We may, from time to time, implement policies
restricting verification levels by nationality, country of residence, or any other factor. This
may affect your right to purchase NextPakk Tokens or withdraw NextPakk Tokens in your
Account, and You indemnify Us against any losses associated with an inability to purchase,
withdraw, or use NextPakk Tokens based on Your verification level.  

AML POLICY 

NextPakk (and/or its delegate) may request such evidence as is necessary to verify the
identity and source of funds of a prospective token Buyer and to confirm the Anti Money-
Laundering status of any redeeming NextPakk Token holder. NextPakk shall not accept or
repay any Contributed Amount and/or application for NextPakk Tokens and shall not pay any
Reversion Proceeds until all information required for verification purposes has been
provided.  
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NextPakk prohibits acceptance of funds by any persons or entities that are acting, directly or
indirectly: a) in contravention of any USA or international laws and regulations, including
anti-money laundering regulations or conventions; b) on behalf of terrorists or terrorist
organizations, including those persons or entities that are included on the List of Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons maintained by the U.S. Treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control as such list may be amended from time to time; c) for a
senior foreign political figure, any member of a senior foreign political figure’s immediate
family or any close associate of a senior foreign political, unless NextPakk, after being
specifically notified in writing that the Purchaser is such a person, conducts further due
diligence, and determines that such acquisition shall be permitted; d) for a foreign shell
bank. Such persons or entities in a) – d) are collectively referred to as Prohibited Persons  
To comply with the Record keeping Requirements, We aim to reasonably identify each
prospective Buyer of NextPakk Tokens by cross-checking user data against governmental
watch lists, including, but not limited to, the Specifically Designated Nationals and Blocked
Persons List maintained by OFAC, as well as third-party identity verification and
authentication services. If your proposed purchase is flagged through Our internal controls,
We may require additional proof of identification from you, and we have the right to not
permit any buyers until additional and verifiable proof of identity to our satisfaction is
received and You have been approved as a prospective Buyer.  

STATE SPONSORS OF TERRORISM 

NextPakk will not accept purchases of tokens from individuals from countries that have been
deemed “State Sponsors of Terrorism”. The countries currently on the list are Iran, North
Korea, Sudan, and Syria. NextPakk’s policy will change to comply with any future updates of
this list.  NextPakk will not be held liable for any negative impact an update may cause. 

KYC, AML & RESTRICTED COUNTRIES
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